
EASY TO REST,  
EASY TO RISE

Meet the Kalmia Perfect Height Bed 
System. Whether you’re short, tall, or in 
between, this bed features an automated 
control — you can enter and exit at the 
optimum comfort level. It’s got all the 
adjustable features you need: head 
and foot elevation, zero gravity to 
reduce muscle pain and sleep apnea, 
a massage feature, and a climate 
controlled mattress. It comes in 
multiple sizes and looks like any 
premium bed you’d be happy to 
show in your home. It’s just easy!
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W E’ VE MARRIED CUTTING EDGE 
ELECTRONICS W ITH SLEEK HOME DÉ COR 
FOR COMFORT, CARE AND CONVENIENCE.

W IRELESS BACKLIT REMOTE

No jumping up or bending down. This bed meets you where you stand. 
Here’ s what to expect from the Kalmia Perfect Height Bed System.™

H i-Lo w T echnology —  the bed rises and lowers a full 10” to make 
getting in and out easy

A djustable f rom head to toe —  custom- fit for your body

T herapeutic f eatures,  f ashionable design —  discreet electronics

Massage f eatures —  fits with 110 or 2 2 0 volt motors

KALMIA THERAPEUTIC MATTRESS— 
THE NEW  TECHNOLOGY OF SLEEP
Better circulation —  helps reduce swelling in legs

Customiz ed support —  relieves muscle and joint pain

E levation control —  decreases acid reflux / snoring

Bio-sensitive mattress —  lowers risk of bed sores

Micro-climate ticking —  breathable mattress stabiliz es temperature

Side guard —  reduces risk of falling

Sturdy design —  800 lb. capacity / 400 lb. capacity for Twin XL

White glove delivery and assembly available —  we do it all

I ncludes E asy Control R emote
•  DC- powered with emergency  

power- down

•  Compatible with 110 or 2 2 0 volts

•  Control up or down for easy in  
and out of bed

•  No programming req uired

•  Convenient pin- light flashlight  
for finding things in the dark or 
navigating a dark room

Sleep 37.5™

Bedding that maintains a 
microclimate of personal 
comfort while you sleep.

Bedding made with 37.5 technology 
actively removes excess heat and 

moisture vapor on- demand to 
maintain optimum comfort z one, 
allowing you to enter deeper, 

longer periods of sleep. Every Kalmia 
mattress features this innovation.

The Kalmia Therapeutic 
Sleep System by Parks 
Health Products

Our products are informed by more 
than 100 years of experience. From 
the latest breakthroughs in foam 
and fiber to integrated assembly 
and therapeutic systems, we deliver 
the entire solution — Parks Health 
is the new technology of sleep.
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Contact your dealer today. 
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EASY TO REST,  
EASY TO RISE
Sleep should be easy. Your bed should 
adjust — to your body and your 
temperature. If you’re too warm or cold, 
you wake up. Like to read, watch TV 
or use your laptop? Want to get up at 
night without stumbling? That should 
be easy too. Enjoy a massage. Elevate 
your torso. Arise pain free. Preset your 
positions with the easiest ever remote. 
It’s an intelligent bed, a climate 
control mattress. It’s Kalmia, the new 
technology of sleep. It’s just easy!
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W E’ VE MARRIED A Z ERO GRAVITY 
BED W ITH A BIO- SENSITIVE MATTRESS 
FOR YOUR REST, RELIEF AND HEALTH

Your body is perfectly balanced throughout sleep for both  
position and temperature. Here’ s what you get with Kalmia:

Better circulation —  helps reduce swelling in legs

Customiz ed support —  relieves muscle and joint pain

E levation control —  decreases acid reflux / snoring

Bio-sensitive mattress —  lowers the risk of bed sores

Micro-climate ticking —  breathable mattress stabiliz es temperature

Under bed lighting and guard rails —  reduces fall risk

Sturdy design —  800 lb. capacity

White Glo ve delivery and assembly available —  we do it all!

Sleep 37.5™

Bedding that maintains a 
microclimate of personal 
comfort while you sleep.

Bedding made with 37.5 technology 
actively removes excess heat and 

moisture vapor on- demand to 
maintain optimum comfort z one, 
allowing you to enter deeper, 

longer periods of sleep. Every Kalmia 
mattress features this innovation.

The Kalmia Therapeutic 
Sleep System by Parks 
Health Products

Our products are informed by more 
than 100 years of experience. From 
the latest breakthroughs in foam 
and fiber to integrated assembly 
and therapeutic systems, we deliver 
the entire solution — Parks Health 
is the new technology of sleep.
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INC LUDES EASY  
CONT ROL REMOTE
•  No programming necessary

•  Backlit for night vision

•  4 preset positions — Exit; Entry;  
Head- up (TV watching); Z ero Gravity

•  Penlight/Flashlight

•  Bluetooth upgradeable

Contact your dealer today. 
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EASY TO REST, EASY TO RISE

EVERYTHING IS  
BETTER ON KALMIA 

CHOOSE THE KALMIA SUPPORT OR 
THE EXTRA SUPPORT MATTRESS

Mattress Dimensions

Twin XL 36” x 80”

Full XL 54” x 80”

Queen 60” x 80”

King 75” x 80”

THE KALMIA™ SUPPORT MATTRESS THE KALMIA™ EXTRA SUPPORT MATTRESS 

1.  Fabric ticking wicks away moisture and 
regulates temperature

2.  Soft fabric fire resistant barrier 

3.  Memory foam with cooling gel — intelligent  
support system that never overheats

4.  Convoluted layer enhances air flow and cooling

5.  Sturdy base provides better support and 
prevents sagging (holds up to 800 lbs.)

6.  Firm side rails protect against falls when 
sleeping or  sitting on edge of bed

1.  Fabric ticking wicks away moisture and 
regulates temperature

2.  Soft fabric fire resistant barrier 

3.  Extra foam layer over memory foam gives  
added firmness and support — helps to  
alleviate joint pain and stiffness

4.  Memory foam with cooling gel maintains 
comfortable body temperature 

5.  Sturdy base provides better support and 
prevents sagging (holds up to 800 lbs.)

6.  Firm side rails protect against falls when 
sleeping or  sitting on edge of bed
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KALMIA MATTRESSES — FOR YOUR 
REST, RELIEF AND HEALTH
Many people are still stuck in mass produced, poorly 
constructed beds. Their health and their homes deserve 
more. Kalmia is the answer. Its aesthetics are as upscale 
as you would find in any residential bedroom. Kalmia 
mattresses were designed from the ground up using a 
layered construction of memory foam, climate control  
fabric and wellness features. You get: 

• Superior pressure redistribution — relieves muscle, joint & back 
pain while keeping your body in perfect alignment

• Firm side edge — decreases risk of falls while laying down or sitting

• Bio-sensitive — helps prevent bed sores

• Micro climate ticking — maintains optimum temperature  
for sleep

• Works with adjustable system — improves circulation and  
comes with massage feature

• Compressed and UPS shippable 

All Kalmia mattresses 
feature Sleep 37/5™

Bedding made with 37.5 
technology actively removes 
excess heat and moisture vapor 
to maintain optimum comfort. 
People enjoy deeper, longer 
periods of sleep. This innovation is 
built into every Kalmia mattress.
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THE KALMIA SYSTEM BY PARKS HEALTH PRODUCTS

Our products are informed by more than 100 years of 
experience. From the latest breakthroughs in foam and fiber to 
integrated assembly and therapeutic systems, we deliver the 
entire solution — Parks Health is the new technology of sleep.

Contact your dealer today. 
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